
 Tommy from DG44

 2 Olympic Games Sports 
Sheets (per child)

 12 Olympic Games Symbol 
Cards (per child)

 A glue stick (per child)

 Some scrap paper and a 
pencil (per child)

10–15 minutes

OLYMPIC GAMES

Note: If your child doesn’t yet know what the Olympic Games are, explain this to them before starting this session.

Put out Tommy and say: Do you remember Tommy? And how you helped him with a way to remember what was in 
each room of the house? Well, he found this so helpful that he wants you to help him again today. He is going to the 
summer Olympic Games very soon. He needs help to find out where all the different sports take place. He will have a 
map of where each sporting competition is being held, and he will need to be able to read it using the symbols.

Show your child the Sports Sheets showing pictures of some of the summer Olympic Sports that Tommy will go and 
see, and discuss them – their name and the way in which they are played (individually, one-on-one opponents, or team 
against team; with a ball, racket, club and so on; on grass, indoors, in water and so on). 

Give your child their set of Symbol Cards and explain that each one represents one of the summer Olympic Games 
sports. Ask them to help Tommy by placing the correct Symbol Card on each picture on their two Sports Sheets.

Discuss their choices as they go. When they have decided on the right Symbol Cards, ask them to stick them down. 
Then ask them if they would have chosen a different symbol for any of their sports pictures. You can offer them some 
scrap paper to show you any alternative ideas that they have.

Finally, ask them to explain to Tommy what each sport is called and why that symbol card should help him remember 
which one is which. Encourage them to point out the correlation between the Symbol Card and the sport it represents 
for each one. Then tell Tommy that when he gets his map of the Olympic Games with these sports symbols on, he will 
now know exactly where to go to watch that particular sporting competition. Have Tommy thank your child. 

Your child can link schematic images of sporting activities with pictures of sports activities. 
Your child can use symbols correctly to designate different sports.

To link schematic images to pictures of sports activities
To use schematic images as signs or symbols to designate particular sports
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The official Olympic Games website has a clear list of all the Olympic sports with a modern icon next to each, 
organised into summer and winter sports. You could visit this page with your child and challenge them to decode the 
icons. Where there is more than one of a sports type, for example Cycling, you can challenge your child further to think 
about where and how cycling is done, to help them decode all four types – Cycling BMX, Cycling Road, Cycling Track 
and Cycling Mountain Bike. The icon for Triathlon would also make a great discussion – the incorporation of three 
sports in one symbol. Go to: https://www.olympic.org/sports.

https://www.olympic.org/sports
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Cut out each Symbol Card separately. All icons courtesy of flaticon.com
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